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VIETNAMIZATION:By April of 1970, President Nixon's program of 'Vietnamization' was well
under way. More than 60,000 U.S. troops had already been shipped home and more were
scheduled to be withdrawn by the end of 1970. An intensive training program was under way in
an attempt to turn the Army of South Vietnam (known as the ARVN) into a self-sufficient fighting
force capable of holding its own against the increasingly aggressive North Vietnamese Army
troops (NVA) flooding into South Vietnam.I CORPS TACTICAL ZONE:The five northern-most
provinces of South Vietnam formed the I Corps Tactical Zone (pronounced 'Eye-Core'). With the
withdrawal of the 3rd Marine Division in early 1970, the famous 101st Airborne Division was
given sole responsibility for operations in the I CTZ. The NVA were pouring into Quang Tri and
Thua Thien Provinces from Laos and the 101st, equipped with hundreds of helicopters, was
tasked with preventing the NVA from attacking the population centers along the South
Vietnamese coast.OPERATION TEXAS STARThis operation, the last offensive operation by an
American unit in Vietnam, was given to the 101st Airborne. All other American forces in Vietnam
had been relegated to a defensive posture. Accordingly, the 1st and 3rd brigades of the division
were moved into the interior of I Corps in an effort to disrupt the build-up of the NVA 304B and
324B Division's in the infamous A Shau Valley and in the jungle-covered mountains west of the
Song Bo River and all the way to the Laotian border. From April through August, 1970, units of
the 101st aggressively went after the 324B Division in the jungles of Quang Tri and Thua Thien
provinces. Casualties were heavy on both sides, but the operation ended on September 1st with
the 324B Division being forced to withdraw back into Laos to re-fit and re-arm. The 101st
Airborne had bought vital time for the ARVN forces to finish their training and move into their new
role of aggressive action against the NVA.
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What Good Came of It. . .?”Infantry Weapons of the Vietnam WarBibliographyGLOSSARY of
MILITARY TERMSand BOONIE RAT SLANGA-Gunner The assistant machine gunner.Airmobile
A technique for mass movement of troops and equipment using helicopters. A unit trained in
the use of airmobile tactics.AK-47 The Avtomat Kalashnikova type 47 assault rifle caliber
7.62mm by 39mm. Can be fired either semi or fully automatic.AK-50 Same as above but with
folding ‘wire frame’ stock; favored by NVA sappers because of its compact size.Air Medal A
medal awarded to helicopter crewman and airmobile infantryman after a certain number of
combat assaults; or, for valor with V-device.AO Designated area in which a unit carried out
combat operations.ARA Aerial rocket artillery; usually a AH-1G Cobra attack helicopterArc light
Term used to describe a high-altitude carpet bombing mission by B-52 bombers.ARVN Army of
the Republic of VietnamA Shau Valley A forty-kilometer (25 miles) long valley on the western
border of Vietnam (Thua Thien Province) and Laos. A main branch of the Ho Chi Minh Trail ran
through the valley.‘Aw Shit’ Valley G.I. slang for the A Shau, the scene of many battles.B-52 A



large, high-altitude jet bomber used by the U.S. Air Force for strategic bombing missions.bird A
helicopter or any type of aircraft.booby trap A concealed explosive device set to explode from a
pressure device, trip wire or command detonation. Now referred to as an ‘improvised explosive
device.’boonies G.I. slang for the jungle or unpopulated countryside.boonie hat A soft hat with a
full brim worn in place of the steel helmet to break up the outline of the human head.boonie rat
G.I. slang for an infantryman operating in the jungle.Buck Sergeant (E-5) The lowest-ranking
NCO, often used as a fire team leader or squad leader.bunker A fortified fighting position usually
with overhead cover.bunker complex A mutually supporting group of bunkers sometimes
connected with each other by trenches or tunnels.bunker line Individual defensive bunkers
placed around the perimeter of a firebase or base camp.butter bar A second lieutenant, named
for the gold bar indicating his rank.CAR-15 The carbine version of the M-16 assault rifle.C-4 A
plastic explosive. Used to destroy enemy bunkers, knock down trees or cook you C-rations.C-
rations Canned rations that served as the boonie rat’s primary source of food in the field or on a
fire base. There were twelve meals to a case, a four-day supply of food. A case weighed twenty-
five pounds. Also called Charlie rats.C.A. Combat assault. The movement of troops by helicopter
into enemy-controlled territory. canopy A distinct layer of jungle foliage; single, double or triple
canopy.Charlie Oscar G.I. slang for the commanding officer of a unit.Charley; Charley Cong G.I.
slang for a Vietnamese guerilla soldier.Charley-Charley or C&C bird Command and Control
helicopter used by unit commanders to control combat assaults or troop movement on the
ground.cherry A soldier freshly arrived from the states and newly assigned to a unit.CIB Combat
Infantry Badge; awarded to infantry soldiers who have served in actual combat.claymore A
command detonated anti-personnel mine named after a Scottish broad sword. Convex-shaped
plastic case contains about 700 .32 caliber steel balls propelled by C-4. Used for ambushes or
perimeter security.click See klick.Cobra Nickname for the AH-1G assault helicopter based on
the UH-1 Huey. Usually armed with a 7.62mm mini-gun, 40mm grenade launcher and 2.75-inch
rockets.Combat Medic Badge Awarded to aid men (medics) who serve in combat with infantry,
artillery or armored units.Cong ‘Red’, or communist.CONUS Continental United States.C.P.
Command post; the position within a perimeter occupied by the platoon leader/company
commander and the medic, RTO’s and the artillery F.O.CS Tear gas in aerosol or crystalized
form.DDP Daylight defensive perimeter. Used as a base for security patrols searching the
enemy’s presence or to receive resupply.DEROS Date estimated rotation overseas. The date a
soldier left Vietnam to return to the United States or vice-versa.det cord A hollow cord filled with
an explosive used to connect separate explosive charges, tipped with a blasting cap.deuce-and-
a-half All-wheel drive (ten wheels), two-and-a-half-ton capacity truck. Used to carry cargo,
personnel or tow artillery pieces. Sometimes had an M55 Quad 50 machine gun mounted in the
bed.DISCOM Division support command.DMZ Demilitarized zone. During the Vietnam War, a
100-kilometer long, two-kilometer wide zone along the 17th parallel separating South Vietnam
from North Vietnam.‘Doc’ G.I. slang for a combat medic, as in ‘Doc Jones or ‘Doc’ Brown.DOW
Died of Woundsdrag Rear security; the last man in a file of moving troops.Dust Off As in Eagle



Dust Off; an unarmed Huey air ambulance equipped to evacuate wounded troops from the
battlefield.EOD Explosive ordnance disposalE-1 Pay grade for private, recruitE-2 Pay grade for
privateE-3 Pay grade for private first classE-4 Pay grade for corporal or specialist fourth classE-5
Pay grade for sergeant or specialist fifth classE-6 Pay grade for staff sergeant or specialist sixth
class.E-7 Pay grade for sergeant first class.E-8 Pay grade for first sergeant or master
sergeant.E-9 Pay grade for sergeant major or command sergeant major.E-club A bar/snack bar
where the lowest four enlisted ranks party.ETS Estimated time of separation; the date a soldier is
discharged from the service.FA Field artillery.FAC Forward air controller, the pilot that serves as
an airborne liaison between ground units and fighter-bombers.FDC Fire direction center;
controls the aiming of the guns, angle of fire and fall of artillery shells.firebase Fire support base.
A semi-permanent artillery/mortar position supporting an infantry battalion, usually on a hilltop,
within a barbed wire perimeter containing the artillery FDC and the infantry TOC and secured by
an infantry unit.FNG Fucking new guy. See ‘cherry.’FO Forward observer. An artillery officer of
sergeant attached to an infantry unit in the field; used to control the called-for artillery or mortar
fire. Pronounced ‘foe.’frag Fragmentation grenade; either the M-61 ‘pineapple’ grenade or the
M-67 ‘baseball’ grenade. The later versions had a segmented wire coil compressed inside the
body for greater fragmentation.Freedom Bird Any aircraft used to fly a soldier home from
overseas, usually a chartered civilian airliner.freeway G.I. slang for a wide, well-used trail through
the jungle. Usually indicated the presence of a large enemy unit. Also called a ‘high-speed
trail.’Gook G.I. slang for any Asian, usually used to refer to the enemy. Possibly derived from the
Korean word ‘miguk’ meaning ‘country’ or countryman.’ The term has been in used by U.S.
troops since the early twentieth century in the Philippines, Nicaragua, Korea and Vietnam.grunt
G.I. slang for an infantryman serving in the field.gun bunny Infantry slang for an artillery
crewman.gunner The artilleryman who fires the howitzer, an M-60 or M-2 machine gunner or an
M-79 grenade launcher gunner.H&I fire Harassing and interdicting fire. Artillery or mortar fire
used to disrupt the enemy’s movements at night, sometimes fired at known or suspected trails or
enemy unit positions.HE High explosive; indicates a type of artillery or mortar round.Hill xxx Hill
plus a number used to indicate an individual hill or the hill’s height in meters above sea level. Hill
937 indicated Dong Ap Bia (Hamburger Hill) at 937 meters (3073 feet) above sea level.hooch or
hutch A peasant’s bamboo hut, a poncho shelter or a barracks at a base camp.horn A radio or a
radio handset as in, ‘get on the horn.’hot LZ A landing zone where the enemy is waiting to fire on
the helicopters and troops as land.Huey A Bell utility helicopter, type 1, model D or H; the
standard troop-carrying, air ambulance or cargo helicopter.in country The state of having
entered Vietnam to serve your tour of duty; as in “How long you been in country?”KBA Killed by
artillery [fire].KCS Kit Carson Scout. An enemy soldier who has surrendered to U.S. troops and
has volunteered to serve as a scout for a U. S. unit.KIA or KBHA Killed in action or killed by
hostile action. Indicates official status of a soldier killed by the enemy in combat.kill zone The
area of an ambush where most of the fire is concentrated.klick G.I. slang for a kilometer (1000
meters or.62 miles)M-72 LAW Light anti-tank weapon; a rocket-propelled grenade. Because



there were no enemy tanks in the 101st AO, they were used against bunkers and trench lines.
Like the RPG but the M-72 cannot be re-loaded.light on the skids Describes a helicopter that
does not fully land, the pilot keeping the helicopter ready for instant take off.log bird Logistics
bird. A Huey being utilized in a resupply/cargo mode; an ‘ass and trash’ mission.LOH Light
observation helicopter. A Hughes Aircraft OH-6 Cayuse sometimes armed with a 7-62mm mini-
gun.LP Listening post; usually three men with a radio positioned 50 to 100 meters outside an
NDP to give warning of an approaching enemy.LT G.I. slang for a first or second lieutenant,
pronounced ‘ell-tee.’LZ Landing zone. Any area large enough for helicopter to land, usually a
clearing in the jungle wide enough to accommodate a Huey’s 44-foot rotor span.MA Mechanical
ambush.M-16 A light assault rifle, caliber 5.56mm with a 20-round detachable magazine; can be
fired semi or full automatic. Carried by U.S. forces and their allies.M-60 Light machine gun,
caliber 7.62 x 51mm belt fed modeled after the German Wehrmacht MG-42 from WWII.M-79 A
grenade launcher, caliber 40 x 46mm break action, breech loaded. It fired He, WP, flechette,
illumination or buck shot rounds. The HE round had to travel a minimum of 13 to 16 meters
before arming itself.MACV Military Assistance Command Vietnammad minute Firing all
weapons in a unit for about one minute. A defensive action by a unit that suspects enemy
presence around a perimeter.meter A length of measurement equal to 39 inches or 3.28
feet.MOS Military occupational specialty. Describes a soldiers’ job. An example is an MOS of
11B10 (light weapons infantry), 11C10 (mortar crewman) or 11B40 (light weapons infantry
sergeant).NCO Non-commissioned officer. Sergeants in pay grades E-5 through E-9.NVA North
Vietnamese Army.OCS Officer candidate school.old man G.I. slang for the commanding officer
of a unit.one twenty-two A 122mm Katyuska tripod-launched rocket with an effective range of 11
kilometers or about 7 miles.OP Observation post. A position taken away from the main troop
position during daylight hours to give warning of approaching enemy.OPCON Operational
control. The headquarters which controls the movements of a unit, i.e.; 2-506 was under the
OPCON of the 3rd Brigade during Texas Star.P-38 G.I. slang for the small can opener packed in
every box of C-ration.pathfinder A soldier trained to control the flight of helicopters into and out
of an LZ, firebase or base camp. Also called blacks hats because of the black baseball caps
they wore.PAVN People’s Army of Vietnam. Formal name of the NVA.Phantom Nick name for the
F-4 fighter-bomber.PFC Private first class; also, proud fuckin’ civilian.penetrator A torpedo-
shaped device that can be lowered on a cable from a medevac helicopter through thick jungle
canopy to evacuate a wounded man. I can carry three troops.PX Post exchange, An army
department store.pink team A pair of helicopters, usually a Cobra and a LOH, used to scout out
and then attack enemy troops or positions.PRC-25 Portable radio communication, model 25.
Called the prick 25 by those who had to carry it, the radio weighed over 23 pounds and had a
range of 3 to 4 miles under ideal conditions.PRC-77 Portable radio communication, model 77.
An up-grade of the PRC-25 with solid state electronics, could be used for encrypted, secure
radio communication.PZ Pickup zone. An area designated for helicopters to land and pick up
troops for air movement.red team A pair of Cobras used in a ground support role.recon by fire



Advancing while in a line abreast firing weapons to keep the enemy’s heads town or to provoke
them to fire back revealing their positions.REMF Rear echelon mother fucker; a soldier stationed
at a base camp as opposed to a grunt out in the jungle.RIF Reconnaissance in force. A squad or
larger patrol sent out from the main unit to scout terrain or locate the enemy.ROTC Reserve
Officers Training Corps. A program of military instruction at a college or university in which
students receive a reserve commission upon graduation.RPD Ruchnoy Pulemyot Degtyaryova.
A Russian-made light machine gun, caliber 7.62 x 39mm, drum or belt-fed.RPG Rocket
propelled grenade. A Russian or Chinese-made shoulder-fired, tube-launched, fin-stabilized
reloadable rocket with an effective range of 100 meters. Fires a B-40 rocket.RTO Radio-
telephone operator. The soldier responsible for carrying and using the radio.Shake-n-bake G.I.
slang for a graduate of the NCO Course and Army Infantry School, Fort Benning, Georgia or
another military post depending on the MOS. Soldiers graduated as an E-5; the honor graduate
received the rank of E-6.sit rep Situation report, periodically sent by radio to advise higher
headquarters of a unit’s status.Six Radio designation for the commanding officer of a unit.Slick A
Huey helicopter without machine gun or rocket pods attached to the fuselage. Used for troop
movement or cargo, it had two M-60’s mounted in the doors.Snake G.I. slang for an AH-1G
Cobra attack helicopter.SOI Signal operating instructions for radio communications.SP4
Specialist fourth class. An E-4, equivalent to a corporal but not considered an NCO.SSG or
SSGT Staff sergeant. An E-6, often used as a platoon sergeant or platoon leader in
Vietnam.TOC Tactical operations center, usually on a firebase; The headquarters for the infantry
battalion operating around the firebase.TOT Time on target. An artillery fire mission where shells
are fired to hit the target at the same instant.USARV United States Army VietnamVictor Charley
Viet Cong or VC. A Vietnamese communist guerilla fighter. The phrase Viet Cong means red
Vietnamese or Viet Communist.WIA Wounded in actionWP White phosphorous or willie pete. An
artillery round, rocket or bomb producing bright white smoke when it explodes. Used to mark a
target or start a fire in the jungle.XO Executive officer. The second in command of a military
unit.VIETNAMIZATION“Defeat doesn’t finish a man, quit does. A man is not finished when he’s
defeated. He’s finished when he quits.” -- Richard M. Nixon, 37th President of the United States
Richard Milhous Nixon (1913-1994), while campaigning for the US presidency in 1968,
promised voters that, if he were elected, he would end the Vietnam war and bring the troops
home. Nixon took office in late January 1969 and in March of that year, Secretary of Defense
Melvin Laird told President Nixon “what we need is a term like ‘Vietnamizing’ [in order] to put the
emphasis on the right issues.” Nixon liked the term and the United States policy for ending its’
participation in the war in Southeast Asia officially became known as “Vietnamization.”
Accordingly, President Nixon declared the first reduction in US troop strength in June 1969 –
25,000 soldiers were to be withdrawn by July. This left more than one half million troops still in
Vietnam, so Nixon announced that a further 60,000 men would be withdrawn by December
1969. In line with the reduction in troop numbers, the United States began meetings with the
North Vietnamese government in Paris, France to negotiate a peace settlement. In Paris, the US



negotiators developed and used a tactic known as the ‘Madman Theory’, an attempt to frighten
the Hanoi government into a speedy peace settlement. The ‘Madman Theory’ was quite simple.
It was an attempt to convince the North Vietnamese government that President Nixon hated
communism so much and believed in the ‘Domino Theory’ so strongly that he was willing to use
nuclear weapons against the North if they continued to prolong the war. The North Vietnamese
discounted this ploy and the Paris peace talks dragged on for another three years. There is little
doubt that President Nixon developed and then implemented Vietnamization in response to
increasing political pressure in the United States. The process of Vietnamization had three parts
– first was the gradual withdrawal of US troops from South Vietnam; second was to continue and
then increase the funding of the Army of the Republic of Vietnam (the ARVN) to the point that it
could assume even more responsibility for the conduct of the war against the North. The US
Army would train the ARVN to fight their own war in their own country. Third, the United States
would honor all its treaty agreements. Almost no one believed that the ARVN was then capable
of turning back an all-out attack by the People’s Army of Vietnam (the PAVN), more popularly
known as the North Vietnamese Army or NVA. The ARVN had been relegated to and had been
used as a secondary, back-up force after the US build up began in 1965. Most of the senior US
military commanders believed that the ARVN, as it was in 1969, would only be able to maintain
the status quo once all US troops were withdrawn. No one thought the ARVN had any offensive
capability. Most assumed that the US would have to increase the level of training and supply the
ARVN with more modern equipment if they were to have any hope of becoming a fighting force
that could hold its own against or defeat the well-trained and increasingly well-equipped NVA.
Accordingly, at the direction of the White House, Secretary of Defense Laird prepared a specific
time table for the orderly withdrawal of US combat troops in South Vietnam. Those US forces
that remained in South Vietnam during the withdrawal process were to assume an advisory and
support role to the ARVN and the South Vietnamese civilian government. The US withdrawal
began on July 1, 1969 with more withdrawal dates over the next three years – December 1970;
June 1971 and December 1972. Many of the top military commanders were unhappy with the
decision to withdraw US fighting forces; they believed that all they had fought for since 1965
would soon be lost. They knew the ARVN alone would not be able to defend South Vietnam
against a combined NVA-Viet Cong attack like the one that occurred during Tet, 1968 and that
the result would be the expansion of communism throughout southeast Asia – the very thing the
US had fought against since the French were defeated in 1954. From a purely military point of
view, Vietnamization was foolish. But from a political standpoint, it was very understandable. The
long, drawn out war had become extremely unpopular in the United States and elsewhere.
Nixon’s reputation would be greatly enhanced if he could manage to be the president who
successfully guided the US out of the quagmire of the Vietnam War. President Nixon believed
that Vietnamization would ensure that the ARVN would be left with more than sufficient training
and support for it to be successful. Nixon needed to withdraw US forces for compelling political
reasons but, on the other hand, he did not want to become known as the man who had



abandoned the ARVN to stand alone against a strong enemy like the NVA. To bolster the ARVN
and serve as a first line of defense, the US Army began to recruit, organize and train civilian
defense groups. The US unit that assumed most of the responsibility for training civilians at the
hamlet/village level was the 5th Special Forces Group (the Green Berets). This unit had been in-
country since 1962 with their primary mission being the creation and training of civilian security
forces. Over the years, the Green Berets had worked with the Civilian Irregular Defense Group
(CIDG), the National Police Field Forces and the Peoples Self Defense Force. These groups
were mostly local villagers, familiar with the areas they would patrol and defend. Initially, they
received 8 weeks training but as Vietnamization took effect, their training period was increased
resulting in many of these units being up-graded to Ranger companies and battalions and
attached to existing ARVN units. They were also formed into Regional and Provincial Forces.
The CIDG training and subsequent transfer to the ARVN was completed by 1971 and the 5th
Special Forces was withdrawn to the United States. Despite these efforts, ARVN performance
continued to be erratic and ARVN commanders often called for and relied on US combat forces
to bail them out. The first big test for Vietnamization occurred in 1971 with Operation Lam Son
719. By then, US troop levels had been reduced to about 156,000. Lam Son 719 was an attack
by ARVN forces into Laos with the goal of severing the Ho Chi Minh Trail. The incursion was a
disaster for Vietnamization. The ARVN forces were routed and driven in total disarray back
across the border. The next trial by fire for the ARVN came in 1972, during the so-called Easter
Offensive. The NVA surprised ARVN forces by attacking into the northern provinces of South
Vietnam with a conventional invasion of armored forces and ground troops. ARVN forces were
only able to halt the invasion and push back the NVA when the US intervened with massive air
strikes against NVA armored columns. The city of Quang Tri was destroyed in the heavy fighting
just south of the DMZ. Vietnamization ended on January 23, 1973 when a peace agreement
was reached and a cease fire was declared between North and South Vietnam. The agreement
stated that all US military forces had to leave South Vietnam and that no further military aid
could be given to the South. The North agreed to uphold the cease fire, return all US prisoners of
war to US control and end the infiltration of NVA forces into the South. On March 29, 1973 the
United States Military Assistance Command, Vietnam was shut down and an era had
ended.The above map illustrates the five northern-most provinces of South Vietnam which
comprised I Corps Tactical Zone, re-named Military Region 1 in July 1970. The 101st Airborne’s
primary Area of Operations was in Quang Tri and Thua Thien Provinces and the northern portion
of Quang Nam Province, shown shaded in light blue. The A Shau Valley is shown in green on the
eastern border of Thua Thien Province with Laos.Chapter 2THE TACTICAL SITUATIONIN I
CORPS – 1970“We are swatting flies in the South when we should be going after the manure
pile in Hanoi.” -- US Air Force General Curtis E. LeMay In the spring and summer of 1970, the
over-all strategy for the US Army in Vietnam and in I Corps (pronounced eye core) particularly
was support for the on-going process of ‘Vietnamization’. For this process to succeed, US forces
had to buy time for the ARVN to recruit/draft new soldiers and to train them to proficiency with



the newly-issued modern equipment flowing into the country. To this end, the US Army attacked
NVA forces in their base areas along the Cambodian and Laotian borders and the ‘Warehouse
Area’ in the infamous A Shau Valley. Enemy troop concentrations, once located, were attacked
with air strikes, artillery and ground troops with the goal of destroying or dispersing them. These
battles were conducted in the jungled, mountainous interior as far away as possible from the
population centers in the lowlands along the coast of South Vietnam. US and ARVN forces, in a
long overdue attack, crossed the Cambodian border with South Vietnam on April 29, 1970 with
the goal of destroying NVA base areas and troop concentrations. Before this, US policy had
forbidden air strikes or ground attacks on these ‘sanctuary areas’ in Cambodia. Fully aware of
this, NVA planners had taken advantage of this policy to build huge, protected logistical centers
to support their war effort in South Vietnam. NVA troops would cross the border into South
Vietnam, attack US and ARVN soldiers and base camps, then retreat into Cambodia where they
were protected from retaliatory attacks. In World War II terms, this was the same as sending
American troops to fight in Europe but forbidding them to cross the border into Germany to
attack and destroy the heart of the problem. The American publics’ outrage and heavy
Congressional pressure forced President Nixon to cancel the Cambodian ‘incursion’ and pull
back US troops by June 30, 1970. Even though the operation had been largely successful,
locating and destroying huge amounts of logistical supplies, the anti-war factions continued to
accuse Nixon of ‘widening the war’. To placate these very vocal anti-war critics, Nixon sped up
the scheduled withdrawal of US troops from South Vietnam. However, President Nixon did not
change his orders for US forces to aid the Republic of Vietnam in the Vietnamization process.
During the spring and summer of 1970, the only offensive campaign planned for the whole of
South Vietnam by the US Military Assistance Command Vietnam (MACV) ordered the 101st
Airborne Division, supported by the 1st ARVN Infantry Division, to attack NVA ‘warehouse areas’
located on the eastern side of the A Shau Valley near Co Pung Mountain, in the A Shau Valley
itself and those portions of the Ho Chi Minh trail entering Quang Tri and Thua Thien Provinces
from Laos. There was very little reliable intelligence regarding NVA troop concentrations in those
areas.The Paris Peace Talks had been in session for over a year so the North Vietnamese,
wanting to negotiate from a position of strength, kept up the process of ‘liberating’ more and
more areas of South Vietnam. The north’s strategy did not include withdrawal of any troops from
the south or any slackening of military operations.The US plan included a requirement that
ARVN and US forces operating in the mountains to the northeast of the A Shau Valley make a
concerted effort to locate and destroy the large supply caches in the warehouse area and cut
the communication lines of the 29th and 803rd NVA Regiments. To support these efforts, Fire
Support Base (FSB) Ripcord was scheduled to be re-opened in March 1970. Ripcord had been
designated as the key forward operations base during the planning for the 101st Airborne’s
summer campaign. FSB’s Airborne, Bradley and Kathryn were scheduled to be opened, but only
Kathryn was occupied though it was too far away to support operations around FSB Ripcord.
The division commander had decided not to occupy Airborne and Bradley after the 3rd Brigade



of the 101st encountered fierce resistance during the re-opening of FSB Ripcord. He did not
want to spread his meager resources too thinly across the five northern-most provinces of I
Corps.Major General John M. Wright, commanding the 101st Airborne Division, ordered
MACV’s Operation Texas Star to begin on April 1, 1970. The 101st was to coordinate its
operations with the ARVN 1st Infantry Division. In preparation for the start of Texas Star, patrol
and reconnaissance actions began in March. The area of operations (AO) for the division was in
the mountainous jungles of western Quang Tri and Thua Thien Provinces between the Song Bo
and Rao Nai Rivers and the Laotian border. The mission was to engage the NVA in these remote
areas to prevent attacks on the ARVN controlled population centers along the coast.The main
combat forces of the 101st Airborne Division were organized into three infantry brigades, each
brigade normally having three infantry battalions. This force was airmobile and could be moved
around the battlefield very quickly by the three helicopter battalions of the 101st Aviation Group.
In 1970, three infantry battalions (1-327, 2-327, 2-502) were assigned to the first brigade,
primarily operating in the southern part of Thua Thien Province, ranging into Quang Nam
Province when necessary. One of the 1st Brigade’s battalions was always committed to the
Division Reserve as the Ready Reaction Force. The three infantry battalions (1-501, 2-501,
1-502) of the 2nd Brigade were assigned to pacification duties in the populated parts of eastern
Thua Thien Province. The three infantry battalions of the 3rd Brigade (3-187, 1-506, 2-506)
operated mostly in the northern and western portions of Thua Thien and Quang Tri
Provinces.The combat units of the division were ably supported by the 326th Engineer Battalion,
the 326th Medical Battalion, the 501st Signal Battalion, five battalions (105mm and 155mm) of
tube artillery and the 77th Aerial Rocket Artillery (Cobra helicopter gunships). Naval and Air
Force fighter bombers, Air Force flare ships and ‘Spooky’ gunships armed with batteries of mini-
guns were on call.Because of the withdrawal of both the 1st and 3rd US Marine Divisions and
the removal of the 1st Cavalry Division (Airmobile) from the northern provinces of South
Vietnam, the 101st Airborne Division was left with a very large area of operations. The only other
American combat unit in northern South Vietnam was the 1st Brigade (mechanized) of the 5th
Infantry Division. Because this brigade was mechanized (tanks, armored personnel carriers and
self-propelled tube artillery) it was necessarily confined to operations in the built-up areas. Due
to the lack of improved roads, the 5th Infantry could not operate in the interior of I Corps. In an
area where once three full US divisions had been heavily engaged, there was now only one US
division and the number of NVA units operating against that division was rapidly increasing.The
NVA had moved engineer troops equipped with heavy road building equipment into the A Shau
Valley and the ‘Warehouse’ area. The engineers could repair damaged or destroyed bridges and
roadways nearly as fast as the Air Force could locate and bomb them. The NVA were experts at
camouflage and many of the roads and paths making up the Ho Chi Minh Trail were so well
hidden that it was nearly impossible to detect them from the air. And, as the U.S. Air Force was
learning, how do you ‘destroy’ a dirt road?North Vietnam’s Central Committee of the Communist
Party issued Resolution 18 in early 1970. In part, the resolution directed NVA forces to: “Seize



the initiative by launching a continuous series of attacks to kill large numbers of enemy troops
and destroy large quantities of enemy military equipment and to resolutely defeat the enemy’s
tactics of ‘garrisoning the high ground,’ and ‘keeping our forces at arm’s length.’ Our combat
opponents in this effort would be the U.S. 101st Airborne Division and the puppet 1st [ARVN]
Division. . .We would intensify the movement to shoot down enemy aircraft.” Hell On A Hill Top –
page 43.South Vietnam was made up of 44 provinces, but most of the American deaths and
casualties in the Vietnam War were incurred in I Corps. Fifty-four percent (more than 31,000) of
the 58,000-plus deaths in the Vietnam War were killed in the four northern-most provinces of
South Vietnam. Arrayed against the 101st were two full NVA divisions: the 304B Division that
had defeated the French in 1954 at Dien Bien Phu and the 324B Division. Each of these
divisions had three full infantry regiments plus supporting artillery, anti-aircraft, engineer and
Sapper battalions. So, in the spring and summer of 1970, the 101st Airborne Division, along with
the ARVN 1st Division, faced the maelstrom of combat in the forbidding jungle covered
mountains of northern I alone. Chapter 3THE OPENING MOVES“. . . the last great Division fight
of the war in Vietnam was a tactical success attributable solely to the soldiers on the ground but
a shameful operational and strategic blunder.”Brigadier General (ret.) James E. Mitchell, US
Army Enhanced detail from topographical map sheet 6441-4, series L7014, A Luoi District,
Thua Thien Province, showing US positions outlined in blue with suspected or known NVA
positions outlined in red. Map from authors collection. Enhanced map © 2017.Air assaults into
the Firebase Ripcord area by elements of the 101st Airborne’s 3rd Brigade supported by the 1st
Regiment of the ARVN 1st Infantry Division were delayed by the last of the northern monsoon
weather until the middle of March 1970. The ‘Currahees’ of the 2nd Battalion, 506th Infantry
(2-506) and the 4th Battalion, ARVN 1st Infantry Regiment (4-1) were ordered to conduct
airmobile combat assaults into the area. The original firebase on Hill 927 had been opened by
the 1st Cavalry Division in 1968 to support their assault into the A Shau Valley. When the hill was
re-occupied by the 101st in 1969, it was named Fire Support Base (FSB) Ripcord. Colonel
William Bradley, who commanded 3rd Brigade at the time, thought that Hill 927 was an
indefensible position because it was dominated by the two peaks of Hill 1000 only 1 klick to the
west (see map above). Colonel Bradley believed that Hill 902 was a more easily defended place
to open the new Firebase Ripcord and ordered an air assault to occupy that hill. Colonel Bradley,
who had thoroughly studied reports of enemy activity in the area, advised Brigadier General
Hennessey, the 101st Assistant Division Commander, that any attacks into the Ripcord area
would more than likely meet with very heavy resistance. Bradley told Hennessey that if a single
US battalion was sent into the area, the operation would not succeed unless more troops were
made available. General Hennessey did not agree and the operation was ordered to proceed as
planned with no additional troops allocated to the operation. A slight break in the monsoon
weather occurred on March 12. Taking advantage of this, Captain Carmelito Arkangel,
commanding Company B 2-506 landed on a ridge leading off to the southeast from the peak of
Hill 902. After B/2-506 was safely down, two ARVN companies were inserted to the west of Hill



902 onto the 1,500-meter-long ridge leading up to Hill 1298, Coc Muen Mountain. As Company
A 2-506, commanded by Captain Albert Burkhart approached the peak of Hill 902, Burkhart saw
that the jungle growth on the planned LZ was too thick to allow a helicopter to set down. This
came as a surprise; not wanting to reveal the location of the landing, no detailed recon of the
proposed LZ had been conducted prior to the mission’s beginning. The battalion commander,
LTC Andre Lucas and COL Bradley conferred and decided to divert the combat assault (CA)
onto Hill 927, old FSB Ripcord. The ‘slicks’ (unarmed troop transports) carrying A/2-506 orbited
in the area while the new LZ was prepped with rocket fire from supporting Cobra gunships.
Finally, the ships carrying Company A approached the hilltop and, after the first few helicopters
landed and the troops dispersed around the LZ, the following slicks began receiving heavy small
arms fire from the west. Captain Burkhart remembers that Alpha One got down onto the LZ
without incident. As the following platoon began to land, heavy fire from NVA positions on the
side of the hill came into the LZ, wounding one man. One of the helicopters dropping off troops
was shot down, wounding the door gunner. Fortunately, the LZ was not blocked by the downed
slick and the helicopters following it got down and dropped off their troops. The downed Huey
was lifted out later by a CH-47 Chinook cargo helicopter. Burkhart brought in his last platoon
and, shortly after the last slick landed, dropped its troops and lifted off, the NVA fired about
twelve 60mm mortar rounds that were off target by about 25 meters (about 80 feet) to the north.
Burkhart then moved Alpha Four onto a small knoll to the north to try and spot where the mortar
fire was coming from and to counter any movement by the NVA toward the LZ from that
direction. About a half-hour later, 15 more mortar rounds came in on Alpha Four’s position, killing
LT Davis, Alpha Four’s platoon leader and wounding four other men. Captain Burkhart had
ordered the last platoon of Company A to land on Hill 927 so that he would have his whole
company on the ground. Burkhart then moved Alpha One off the LZ to a position about 400
meters to the west. Every slick that had come in to the LZ had been taking small arms fire from
the north and west. When it began to get dark, he moved Alpha Four back up to the LZ and
Company A, minus Alpha One, began to dig in for the night. Shortly afterward, another 10
rounds of 60mm mortar fire impacted on the LZ, wounding one man. From their night defensive
position (NDP) 400 meters to the west, several men from Alpha One spotted the muzzle flashes
as the mortar was fired. Burkhart called in aerial rocket artillery (ARA) ‘Cobra’ gunships that
thoroughly blasted the area with 2.75-inch rocket fire. No more mortar fire was received but the
company, expecting a ground attack, remained on alert through-out the night and got very little
sleep. The next day, which happened to be Friday the 13th, Burkhart moved Alpha Three off Hill
927 toward a hill about 600 meters to the west. Alpha One moved back to the LZ on Hill 927 to
secure it; then Burkhart and Alpha Two moved to join Alpha Three on their hill between Hill 927
and Hill 1000. Late that afternoon Alpha One, up on Hill 927, spotted an NVA mortar team
setting up down in the valley to the west of Hill 927. Again, ARA was called in to blast the area
with rocket fire. No mortar fire was received from that location, but as a precaution, Burkhart kept
H and I (harassing and interdicting) fire from tube artillery coming in all night. Just at dusk, a



near-tragedy occurred. An ARVN 155mm battery, firing from near-by FSB O’Reilly got their
coordinates mixed up and dropped four artillery rounds onto Burkhart’s NDP site. Luckily, even
though it was Friday the 13th, the big artillery rounds did no damage and the only casualties
were a badly bruised leg and some sprained ankles incurred as everyone dove for cover. The
morning of March 14 Major Herbert Koenigsbauer, the 2-506 operations officer (S-3) called
Burkhart on the voice-encrypted radio and told him that the ARVN had captured an NVA
document on the 13th stating that an NVA battalion CP (command post) was in the jungle about
1,300 meters west of Company A’s current location. The S-3 had planned to CA the entire
company into the area to try and capture the enemy CP, but the monsoon weather returned and
Burkhart’s location was covered by low-hanging clouds and fog all that day. Low on rations,
Burkhart asked for a re-supply. The ‘log bird’ (supply helicopter) managed to reach Company A
by flying at tree-top level under the clouds. As the log bird hovered over Burkhart’s position
kicking out the supplies, a lone NVA fired an AK-47 at it, but did no damage. On March 15, LTC
Andre Lucas (call sign ‘Black Spade’) decided to withdraw Company A from the Hill 927/Ripcord
area. While waiting for the extraction helicopters to arrive, Captain Burkhart decided to disband
his 4th Platoon by integrating its few remaining men into the other three platoons. Most line
companies in the 101st Airborne at that time had only three platoons; the fourth platoon’s
personnel were moved into an a ‘heavy weapons/recon’ company usually called Company E.
This company operated the battalions’ 81mm mortars, 90mm recoilless rifles and .50 caliber
machine guns. They were usually stationed on the firebase supporting the parent battalions’
operations. One platoon of Company E was customarily designated as the ‘Recon Platoon’
which regularly operated by itself, not attached to any of the four line companies, A through D.
Captain Burkhart’s A/2-506 was unusual in that it still had a 4th Platoon. Even with a 4th
Platoon, Company A’s field strength was only about 75 men and Black Spade had informed
Burkhart that an entire enemy regiment (in this case, the 6th Infantry Regiment of the
Independent Thua Thien Province Viet Cong Force) was operating in the area. Black Spade had
decided to extract Company A and bring in ‘Arc Light’ (B-52 heavy bomber) missions to blanket
the area with 1,000-pound bombs. So, after three days of fighting had failed to secure Hill 927,
the troopers of A/2-506 were lifted off the hill. Further south, B/2-506 and the two ARVN
companies were left in position to continue their patrol and ambush operations around Hill 902
and Coc Muen Mountain. Heavy bombing by B-52 bombers, numerous tactical air strikes and
artillery raids directing their fire at specific areas continued to pound the jungle around Hill 927.
This was a necessary tactic and had a purpose; to keep the enemy off-balance and prevent him
from consolidating his positions around the proposed site of the firebase. However, the tactic
had a drawback; all that fire power concentrated in such a small area also told the NVA that the
101st Airborne would probably be coming back. The 101st did come back; on Sunday March 29
C/2-506 made an air assault onto Hill 316 about seven klicks northeast of Hill 927 at YD416211.
When the hill was secure, B Battery 2-319 Field Artillery, commanded by Captain David Rich,
airlifted six 105mm howitzers onto the hill. In a very short time, Hill 316 was transformed into



FSB Gladiator, ready to support operations in the Hill 927/FSB Ripcord area to the southwest.
Three days later, on Wednesday April 1, the official start date of Operation Texas Star, B/2-506,
now commanded by Captain Bill Williams, made a combat assault onto Hill 927. As soon as the
slicks carrying B Company came in to the LZ to land, enemy gunners began pummeling the
hilltop with mortar, recoilless rifle and small arms fire. The fire came in from areas all around the
hill and was intense, continuous and accurate. The NVA gunners had taken advantage of the lull
in the fighting since March 15 to register their weapons on every foot of Hill 927. The NVA mortar
crews ‘walked’ theCH-47 Chinook heavy lift helicopters move 105mm howitzers and a basic
load of ammunition onto a hill top in I Corps in March of 1970. First an infantry unit secured the
hill, then the guns were brought in; instant firebase. Authors collection © 1970 and 2017shells
back and forth across the hilltop as the men of B/2-506 frantically dug in and tried to return the
fire. Lucas decided to re-enforce B Company, still under intense fire on Hill 927, with the 2-506
Recon Platoon, commanded by 1LT John Wilson. Wilson was a veteran of five months in-
country but had only been in command of the Recon Platoon one day when they got the call to
CA from Camp Evans onto Hill 927. As the slicks carrying the Recon Platoon approached the LZ
on Hill 927, the NVA gunners increased the rate of fire coming into the blasted hilltop. The fire
was so heavy that the helicopters could not land or even hover over the LZ. LT Wilson and 10 of
his men managed to jump from low-flying Huey’s as they slowly glided across the LZ. The other
slicks, carrying the remainder of the Recon Platoon, had to return to Camp Evans to re-fuel.
Attempting to suppress some of the mortar fire, LTC Lucas airlifted Captain Rembert Rollison’s
D/2-506, into an LZ northeast of Hill 927. Lucas also moved Burkhart’s A/2-506 onto a rocky hill
about 700 meters east of B/2-506. Company A was mortared as soon as they came in but a
Cobra gunship flying overhead spotted the NVA mortar out in the open on near-by Hill 805. The
Cobra gunner fired his entire load of rockets at Hill 805 and obliterated the mortar position,
causing several secondary explosions. As dusk approached, the mortar fire petered out.
Company B had suffered seven dead and twenty-one wounded, too many casualties for the
company to hold the hill. Lucas ordered Company B, the officers from the battalion forward
command post and the few men from the Recon Platoon to link up with Company A. As
Williams, Company B and the others prepared to move, Williams called Captain Burkhart and
asked him to send a detail from Company A up the ridge to guide them into Burkhart’s positions,
reducing the risk of a friendly fire incident. Burkhart refused.LT Wilson and his Recon troops led
the others on a halting, seven-hundred-meter march through the black night to Company A’s hill.
Artillery illumination flares were burning overhead and the men, hanging onto each other’s
rucksacks to stay in contact, moved slowly down the ridgeline, moving only in the dark when the
overhead flares burned out.The next day, the situation went from bad to worse. Thunderstorms
moved in and the scheduled extraction of the battered Company B was cancelled. When the rain
slowed to a drizzle, Wilson’s 10-man recon team, covered by a heavy fog, moved up onto Hill
927 and recovered the dead left behind the night before, transferring them to a squad from
Company A waiting on the ridge below Hill 927. As soon as Recon completed the gruesome



task of retrieving the dead, Lucas ordered them back onto Hill 927. Wilson and five men were to
remain on Hill 927 while the remaining five, covered by the fog, were to move onto Hill 1000 and
mark the NVA mortar positions there for counter-battery fire. They tried, but when they got to the
small knoll in the saddle between Hill 927 and Hill 1000 they ran into several AK-47’s and an
RPD machine gun. When they returned fire, their muzzle flashes in the fog revealed their
positions to an NVA with an RPG. The high-powered rockets wounded two men and kept the
small force from moving any further.LT Wilson and his five men joined them and they broke
contact, just vanishing into the fog. The wounded could not be evacuated because of the fog
and, as they moved back, Wilson discovered that he had lost his SOI (signal operating
instructions) book somewhere on Hill 927. Wilson wanted to go back to Hill 927 and look for the
book, but the men balked. They were only a squad-sized unit and two of them were wounded.
Wilson was adamant; he did not want to be the cause of the entire 101st Airborne having to
change their radio codes. Reluctantly, the men agreed to follow Wilson back up the hill to look for
the book.As they moved through the fog, the point man found two NVA soldiers asleep in an old
bunker. Wilson ran up and shot them with his silenced M-16. Even with the silenced M-16, they
drew AK-47 fire and began to withdraw. An RPG came in and landed directly in front of Wilson
and the point man, seriously wounding Wilson in the chest and head. Dragging him down the
hill, they called for a Dust-off (medical evacuation helicopter) from Camp Evans. The pilot
managed to get into the area but could not find them in the fog. The Recon team could not see
the Huey but could hear him circling around them. They tried to direct him by sound but several
attempts failed. Finally, the Dust-off, low on fuel, had to return to Camp Evans. When Wilson,
desperately fighting for life, learned that the medevac had gone, he gave up and died.Bad
weather continued to dog the operation. Stranded in the fog, the three companies around Hill
927 began to run out of food and water. The troops shared what rations they had and cut
bamboo stalks to get the water stored in the stalks. The weather cleared for a time on April 4,
long enough for a Dust-off to evacuate the wounded recon troops. The log bird that came in to
back-haul the dead drew mortar fire as the bodies were loaded aboard.Inclement weather
moved in again before Company B could be extracted or any supplies brought in. Company B
moved off the rocky hill and linked up with Company D at the northern base of the ridge on
which Hill 927 sat. The Air Force then tried dropping supplies into the area by parachute but the
pallets were lost in the fog. Company D shared what rations they had with Company B.. . .The
situation in the mountains just east of the A Shau Valley had been forced into a stalemate by the
lingering monsoon weather. During the interval, BG John Hennessey, the assistant division
commander for operations flew into Camp Evans for a strategy session with the 3rd Brigade
commander, Colonel BillBradley and his staff. From the start, Bradley knew there would be a
third assault. For that matter, there would be as many assaults as needed so that Ripcord would
be open and ready to support the attack into the ‘Warehouse Area’ around Co Pung Mountain
when the dry season finally came. Bradley later said that it wasn’t just the 3rd Brigade, but the
entire 101st and the 1st ARVN that were committed to cutting the NVA supply lines that ran



through the deep jungle and mountains along the Laotian border. Hill 927/Ripcord was, literally,
the only feasible place to build a firebase to support the coming operation, code named
‘Operation Chicago Peak.’The proposed site for the new FSB Ripcord was, indeed, strategically
placed: 38 kilometers (24 miles) west of Hue; 12 klicks northwest of FSB Maureen; 12 klicks
southeast of FSB O’Reilly; 5 klicks northwest of FSB Granite and 9 klicks north of Co Pung
Mountain and the Warehouse Area. COL Bradley emphasized that the further west from Hue
you went, the more dangerous it became and the more troops you needed. Bradley had three
maneuver battalions on paper but only LTC Lucas’ 2-506 ‘Currahee’ Battalion was available for
an attack into the Hill 927/Ripcord area of operations. The 1-506 was totally involved in
protecting the string of firebases in the foothills above the populated areas and the 3-187
‘Rakkasans’ were completely committed to the pacification program in the villages along the
coast since the battalion was almost destroyed on Dong Ap Bia (Hamburger Hill) in May
1969.BG Hennessey committed LTC Bobby Brashear’s 2-501 Geronimo Battalion, considered a
very tough outfit, to the capture of Hill 927/Ripcord. The 2-501 was currently the division ‘swing
battalion’; it was always ready to move where it was most needed. COL Bradley was careful to
point out to BG Hennessey that the division should move on Hill 927/Ripcord in strength or not
go at all. Hennessey listened because Bradley was a thoroughly professional officer and some
considered him the best brigade commander in the 101st.The brain-storming session continued
with a briefing from the 3rd Brigade intelligence officer who gave a detailed analysis of the
enemy troop strength in the A Shau Valley and in the mountains around Hill 927/Ripcord. The
facts were clear; the NVA was advancing from Laos into the A Shau in battalion and regimental-
sized units and if the 101st did not respond with equal force, Hill 927 was going to become
untenable.The final recommendations made to BG Hennessey were that the 101st use its
airmobile capabilities to hit the NVA where they were the weakest, at the points where they were
trying to infiltrate through the foothills into the populated lowlands. There, the NVA was operating
at the end of a long supply line and, since the division already had a string of occupied firebases
in place, it was easy to support operations against the enemy. The last recommendation made
was that the 101st go back in and re-occupy Hill 927/Ripcord and hit the enemy in this vital
area.When the briefing was finally finished, all BG Hennessey said was, “Well, you’re going back
to Ripcord.”Left: Brigadier General John Hennessey, Assistant Division Commander. Right:
Colonel William Bradley, 3rd Brigade Commander. Photos from 101st Airborne Yearbook for
1969, authors collection.Chapter 4BUILDING RIPCORD“There be no sandbagged bunkers on
this firebase. That is the way the Army does it, but when you see a sandbagged bunker, you’re
looking at a death trap. On my firebase, we have fighting positions – we don’t have no sandbags
stacked up so the gooks know where to shoot.” Captain Isabelino Vazquez-Rodriguez, C/2-506
Infantry 101st Airborne Even though the 2-506 had been prevented from occupying Hill 927 and
building FSB Ripcord by enemy action and the foul monsoon weather, they continued to patrol
the mountains and jungle around the hill. The 101st was determined to open a firebase in the
heart of the NVA’s ‘Warehouse Area’ for several reasons. The very existence of the base would



draw the NVA like ants to a picnic, giving the division a chance to bring its considerable
firepower to bear on concentrations of enemy troops as they gathered to attack the firebase.
Ripcord would act as a forward logistics base and as fire support for assaults into the A Shau
Valley and Co Pung Mountain areas. Any enemy troops destroyed or dispersed by the 101st
around Ripcord would lessen the threat to the populated areas in the lowlands and along the
coast. To prepare for the coming third assault onto Hill 927/Ripcord, LTC Lucas spread out his
companies and ordered them to find and destroy the NVA mortar positions around the site of
Ripcord. On April 6, two platoons from Company C walked into a large bunker complex in the
saddle between Hill 927/Ripcord and Hill 1000. A heavy fire fight developed and, pinned down,
they had to dig in where they were as night fell. 1Lt Hawkins, as acting company commander,
took charge and blasted the enemy positions with carefully placed artillery fire. When Hawkins
called in a Dust-off for his wounded the next morning, they came under fire from NVA positions
on Hill 927/Ripcord itself. The enemy troops the 2-506 were encountering were well equipped.
Company D, moving toward Hill 805, killed a lone NVA who had tossed a grenade at them and
tried to run. The soldier was carrying an AK-47, extra magazines, grenades, web gear and pack,
an extra uniform and a rain poncho. He had a map of the area and documents identifying him as
the leader of a 7-man squad equipped with RPG launchers. A break in the monsoon weather
allowed the 2-501, the division reserve, to be moved into the area. Company D from the 2-501
landed on a hot LZ on the summit of Hill 902. After securing the LZ, Captain Christopher Straub
immediately sent Delta One on a RIF (recon in force) up the ridge leading to Hill 1298 (Coc
Muen) where they found an un-occupied NVA camp. As they were setting up security, an NVA
squad walked unaware into the American unit. Their point man killed, the rest of the enemy
squad fled back up the ridgeline toward Hill 1298. Delta One chased them for 6 hours before
finding another base camp. Passing through the camp, they moved on up the ridge to a small
knoll. The platoon leader, 1Lt Terry Palm sensed an ambush and ordered his men to take cover.
No sooner had they done so when the NVA blew a large claymore mine and pelted them with
satchel charges. Palm’s quick thinking had saved a lot of casualties. Delta One put out a very
heavy return fire and withdraw back down the ridge to an NDP position with all personnel and
equipment accounted for. Small, quick contacts with enemy troops continued all over the area
for the next two days. During this time, likely mortar positions and base camp sites were blasted
with tactical air strikes, artillery and ARA. Enemy resistance tapered off. With American units
spread all around the area on high ground on the look-out for mortar sites, it was time to take
Ripcord. LTC Lucas picked 1Lt Hawkins and Company C for the third assault on the hill.
Company C was already perfectly positioned for the assault with their NDP about halfway up the
south slope of Hill 927. They would be supported by Rollison’s Company D. Hawkins began
moving his men into their assault positions while it was still dark. After a quick pre-assault
artillery bombardment at first light on April 11, the attack began. No enemy fire greeted
them as they moved into the open and advanced into the heart of the firebase. Hawkins men
nervously checked the area for booby traps and found none. 1LT Michael Anderson and his



pathfinders were airlifted in to control the numerous helicopter sorties needed to lift in the
equipment necessary to open a firebase. The troops on the hilltop anxiously watched as the
first big Chinook hovered over the LZ with an engineer bulldozer slung underneath. No mortar
rounds or ground fire came in at all; the NVA did not contest the third attack in any way. The
pathfinder team set up their base of operations next to the huge boulder at the top of the hill
because it offered the best view for controlling the hundreds of helicopter flights that would be
coming in and out of Ripcord. That afternoon, the hard work of opening a firebase began. Major
Sidney Davis, the 2-506 executive officer (second-in-command) flew out to Ripcord to begin the
work of opening the battalion CP (command post). On his second tour in Vietnam, Davis knew
what he was doing when he ordered Hawkins and Company C to get a concertina (barbed wire)
barrier in place around the perimeter of Ripcord before nightfall. Hawkins protested that he did
not have the proper equipment (hammers, shovels and gloves) needed to string concertina wire.
Davis jumped all over him, telling him that there were NVA all over the area and he should have
his men wrap their hands in sand bags and use the flat side of axes as hammers. Davis wanted
the wire in place and would accept no excuse. Chastened, Hawkins and his men labored
furiously and, by dusk, had one row of concertina wire in place and had started on another. Bad
weather moved in again, shrouding the hill in clouds and fog for the next five days, preventing
the insertion of the 105 mm howitzers of Battery B/2-319th Artillery. The battalions’ 81 mm
mortar battery had been emplaced and were constantly firing. The battalion chaplain, Captain
Leroy Fox managed to get into Ripcord and found the morale at a low ebb. The base was socked
in until nearly noon every day and there was incoming. The days were spent digging holes, filling
sandbags and stringing concertina then pulling guard duty all night. When the fog burned off, the
heat was merciless and the men were exhausted. 1Lt James Campbell, Company C’s second
platoon leader, had men coming to him begging to be sent off the hill on the next combat patrol.
They were willing to do almost anything to get away from the endless labor involved in setting up
a major firebase. Chaplain Fox reported all this to LTC Lucas but there was not a lot Lucas could
do about it. Ripcord had to be built and properly secured; the work went on.  Captain Vasquez-
Rodriguez, CO of Company C, returned from his R&R and assumed responsibility for the
construction of Ripcords’ perimeter defenses. Vasquez, a tough, no nonsense soldier, had
served several tours with the Green Berets in their border outposts. His idea of a perimeter
bunker was radically different from standard US Army practice. Most army base camps and
firebases used huge bunkers constructed of timber and sand bags piled up above ground level,
an inviting target for an NVA soldier armed with an RPG. Vasquez told his men that those types
of bunkers were death traps and he would not allow them on ‘his’ firebase. Instead, Vasquez
had his men dig L-shaped trenches hidden among the tree stumps scattered around the
perimeter. The bottom of the ‘L’ was large enough to hold three men abreast and was used as a
fighting position. The perpendicular leg of the ‘L’ was used as a sleeping position, large enough
for two men to lie down with the third man on guard duty at the bottom of the ‘L’. The fighting leg
was open but the sleeping position had overhead cover made of PSP (pierced steel planking)



covered with sand bags and a layer of earth. There were no sand bags piled up above ground
level, so the whole thing blended in with the bare ground of the hillside. They continued to string
concertina wire around the perimeter, the second-most hated job on a firebase; the first being
burning the contents of the latrine barrels. They laid two rolls of concertina wire side-by-side with
a third stacked on top. All of it was tied down so sappers could not crawl underneath. Other rolls
of concertina were mashed down into the gullies and ravines on the hillside, tied down to keep it
in place. When finally finished, the wire barrier was 50 meters (164 feet) wide and nearly 3
meters (10 feet) high. The wire had hundreds of trip flares and claymore mines scattered
through it, the detonating wires leading back to the fighting positions carefully covered with dirt.
Another special forces innovation used by Vasquez was a fifty-five-gallon fuel barrel placed in
front of every fighting position full of a thickened fuel mixture called ‘Phou gas’, like napalm. The
barrels, buried at a 45° angle with the open end pointed downhill toward the wire, were ignited
by a claymore mine placed at the bottom of the barrel. Setting one off blew a spectacular display
of burning fuel out into the wire. The main area of FSB Ripcord was about the size of four
football fields and shaped like a rough figure eight. The base had two levels, an upper and a
lower. The 105mm battery was emplaced on the higher, southeastern level about the size of a
football field. The main logistics LZ was at the far end of this level next to the ammunition supply
point for the l05’s. This LZ was used for the many daily flights of helicopters bringing in beans,
bullets and bandages as well as personnel.  There was a saddle between the
southeastern level and the lower, smaller northeastern tier. This area, once occupied by an
ARVN 105mm battery, was taken over by the 155mm howitzers of A Battery 2-11 Field Artillery
when the ARVN battery moved to FSB O’Reilly. The saddle rose to a small knoll with a huge
boulder at the top that could be seen from all over the firebase. It was called ’Impact Rock’
because of the shrapnel scars on its side. The NVA gunners were apparently using the boulder
as an aiming point for their incoming mortar rounds. Adjacent to Impact Rock, an M55 four-
barreled ‘Quad-50’ anti-aircraft machine gun had been emplaced. Nearby, a second LZ had
been prepared with sand bagged blivets containing JP4 aviation fuel for emergency refueling of
helicopters. By the end of April, the once-bare hilltop had become a formidable position which
would have cost the NVA heavy casualties had they chosen to attack with a ground assault They
never attempted such an assault, choosing instead to bombard Ripcord with a steadily
increasing barrage of RPG’s, 82mm and 120mm heavy mortars and 57 and 75mm recoilless
rifle fire. It took about two months for the NVA to marshal and move the weapons into place for
the bombardment, but when they did, Ripcord quickly became an untenable position.155mm
howitzers of A Battery 2-11 Field Artillery in place on Ripcord with ‘Impact Rock’ visible in the
background. The red and white pole is an ‘aiming stake’ used to aid gunners in quickly lining up
a gun on a target that was frequently fired at. Photo from alphaavengers.com/Anthony
Critchlow.M55 Quad 50 ‘Blood, Sweat and Tears’ on Firebase Ripcord, 1970. Photo by Jack
Wilhite 2-506, 3rd Brigade, 101st Airborne Division.Chapter 5THE FIGHT ON ‘RE-UP’ HILL“I
learned perhaps the most valuable lesson of my life as a soldier that night [on ‘Re-Up’ Hill] and



that is American soldiers, above all else, fight for each other”Then-Captain Ed Mitchell,
commanding A/2-501 Infantry, 101st Airborne DivisionEnhanced detail from topographical map
sheet 6441-4, series L7014 A Luoi District of Thua Thien Province showing A 2-501 positions
highlighted in blue. Trails and suspected NVA positions highlighted in red. Map from author’s
collection. Enhanced map © 2017. The build-up of US forces in the jungle-covered hills
surrounding FSB Ripcord continued into April. Around noon on 8 April, A/2-501 received a
movement order and a new mission. They were to be moved by air into a new area of operations
code-named Pear. Company A’s new mission was to “locate and destroy enemy forces, base
camps and cache sites.”Accordingly, Company A clambered aboard the lift ships at a PZ (pick-
up zone) at YD498282 near FSB Jack in Quang Tri Province. The flight of slicks, each carrying
five heavily loaded infantrymen and a four-man crew, circled over the low lands as they gained
altitude. Taking a westerly heading, they moved toward the high chain of mountains forming the
eastern side of the A Shau Valley.Captain James Edwin ‘Ed’ Mitchell had been in command of
Company A only since February. As the flight of Huey’s flew over the towering jungle-clad
mountains, Captain Mitchell recalls admiring the beauty of the scene passing below. Heading
toward their new LZ at YD337172 on the peak of Hill 902, the men savored the cool air rushing
into the cabin through the open doors of the aircraft. The LZ ahead was already secured by
the 2-501Recon Platoon, who had combat assaulted onto Hill 902 earlier that day. The lift ships
slowed from their 80-knot cruising speed and began the slow, careful approach to the LZ. The
slicks headed directly for the hill top, not having to loiter while they waited for the LZ to be
prepped with artillery shells and aerial rocket artillery from the escorting Cobra
gunships.Company A hit the LZ without incident, formed up and quickly began their move to the
east-southeast along a wide, well-used trail running along the ridgetop. The ridge was only 10 to
15 meters wide at its widest part and fell steeply away on both its north and south sides. The
Khe Ouaun River flowed through a deep gorge at the bottom of the southern slope of the ridge.
The slopes of the ridge were covered with primary jungle growth, characterized by tall trees and
underbrush.The company objective for the day was a trail junction at YD362165 on top of a low
hill almost three klicks from the LZ on Hill 902. Surrounded by high ground on all sides, Captain
Mitchell did not consider the trail junction to be a good place for his overnight position, but he
had his orders. Mitchell told the point platoon to move cautiously, sweeping the sides of the ridge
as they went because Mitchell wanted the way thoroughly checked out in case the company had
to move back to the LZ on Hill 902 in a hurry. His intention was to set up the company NDP right
at the trail junction before sunset that evening.About one klick below the LZ, the company’s
movement down the trail suddenly stopped. When they didn’t begin to move right away, Captain
Mitchell went forward from his position in the middle of the column to check things out. At the
point of the column, Mitchell found that his senior ‘Kit Carson Scout’, called Ki, had balked and
refused to go any further. There was a small trail leading south down the side of the steep ridge.
The frightened scout pointed to a sign on a tree at the trail junction. Written in Vietnamese, the
sign read,” this way to the mess hall.”Because of the wide, well-used trail and the sign so



conspicuously posted, it was determined that a large NVA unit probably had its headquarters in
the area. In his pidgin English, KCS Ki kept repeating “beau coup VC! Beau coup VC!” meaning
a lot of enemy troops were in the area. He refused to go any further.After fifteen or twenty
minutes of discussion with Ki through Mitchell’s interpreter SGT Tui, Ki was finally persuaded to
go on with the mission. Ki was adamant in his belief that they were moving into an area unlike
anyplace they had previously operated in. It was an AO that the NVA felt they owned and they
would vigorously defend it.When they got underway again, several of the men noticed old-
fashioned porcelain electrical insulators fastened to trees along the trail. There was no wire
attached to them but it was clear they had been put in place so the NVA headquarters could
have land line communications with its subordinate units.Company A arrived at the trail junction
late in the afternoon of 8 April without contacting the enemy or even finding fresh signs of NVA
activity. The three platoons immediately formed a perimeter around the small hill where the two
trails branched off. The main trail angled northeast and downhill to a small river flowing through a
valley below Hill 805 and Coc A Bo mountain. The other trail headed south down the precipitous
side of the ridge into the steep-walled valley where the Khe Ouaun river ran.The area Company
A chose to defend was covered with many old fighting positions, most of which were partially
filled in. The holes appeared to have been dug by the ARVN or the NVA because they were far
too small for a GI to use and were useless for Company A’s purposes. Captain Mitchell adjusted
the perimeter to fit the terrain and they dug in as quietly as possible. Right at dusk, trip flares and
claymore mines were put in place around the perimeter and Company A’s first day in the new AO
ended uneventfully.That changed at around 2200 hours when one of the company CP radio
operators told Captain Mitchell that the S-3 (battalion operations officer) wanted to talk to him.
This officer, Major O’Connell, was at the tactical CP up on Hill 902. O’Connell asked Mitchell
how long it would take Company A to move back to Hill 902? Mitchell was startled for it meant
trying to quietly break down Company A-sized NDP in total darkness, then moving back up the
steep trail to link up with the tactical CP and Recon on Hill 902.After a long pause, Mitchell
jokingly told the S-3 “About two days, Sir”. With no comment on the joke, Major O’Connell told
Mitchell to break down his NDP and move as quickly as possible to the LZ on Hill 902.The
platoon leaders and platoon sergeants did not question Mitchell’s order to break down the CP.
The soldiers silently stowed their personal gear in their ruck sacks, gathered their ammo and
retrieved the trip flares and claymore mines. They were ready to move in less than an hour.They
began their move back up the ridge about midnight and made the march without detection by
the NVA. As they neared Recon’s position on Hill 902, Mitchell asked for a two-man team from
Recon to meet them on the trail and guide them through Recon’s positions on the hill to the west
side of the LZ. The linkup was made with no undue confusion or ‘friendly fire’ incidents.At first
light on 9 April, Company A began moving northwest up the long ridgeline toward the summit of
Coc Muen mountain at YD317181 and their new AO. Their mission remained the same: locate
and destroy enemy forces, base camps and cache sites along the ridge leading to the top of
Coc Muen, also known as Hill 1298. After moving less than a klick from the LZ on Hill 902,



Captain Mitchell halted his exhausted company and formed a hasty defense perimeter so they
could get some rest. The two-kilometer climb to the top of Coc Muen would be a grueling tactical
assault for the grunts, each man carrying 80 to 100 pounds of equipment. Mitchell wanted to rest
his men as much as possible before they began the ascent because he did not want to risk
running into the NVA near Coc Muen’s summit with Company A exhausted from the steep climb
and lack of sleep.Company A moved out of their hasty perimeter in the early morning of 10 April.
They moved slowly up the ridge, clearing the trail and their flanks as they went. They met no
NVA and closed on the top of Hill 1298 in the late afternoon. Rain and fog moved in, making the
last few hundred meters of steep trail a muddy, slippery mess for the heavily-laden
infantrymen.They were surprised at how small the actual summit of Coc Muen was. Mitchell had
expected to find an LZ on the summit; instead he found the top covered with thick underbrush.
There were old, shallow fighting positions scattered around the top of Coc Muen. In a pouring
rain, they formed a perimeter around the military crest and prepared positions for what would
turn into a lengthy stay on Hill 1298.For the next six days, it was impossible to reach Company
A’s position on Coc Muen by helicopter. When the atmosphere cooled at night, the clouds
dropped down into the valleys and they could see stars. As the atmosphere heated up after
sunrise, the clouds and fog rose out of the valleys and completely covered the peak of Coc
Muen. They could hear helicopters down in the valley, but they were totally isolated by fog and
an incessant, drizzling rain. They began to run out of food, but caught enough rain in their
ponchos to keep their canteens filled. Company A just sat there, soaking wet, cold and hungry.
They sent out occasional recon patrols to maintain security but saw no sign of the NVA.Finally,
on 15 April, a break in the miserable weather occurred and a very welcome ‘log bird’ full of C
rations, radio batteries and other necessary supplies got through to the rain-soaked hilltop.
Captain Mitchell expected another change of mission as the weather rapidly improved. Sure
enough, late on the 15th, Mitchell received word that Company A would be air assaulted from
Coc Muen the next day to a small LZ at YD362187 on the southern slope of Hill 805. The actual
LZ turned out to be at YD361175 about 1 klick southwest of Hill 805. This LZ was on a small,
narrow hill surrounded by higher terrain and only partially cleared of debris. The LZ itself was
surrounded by tall thick jungle growth with barely enough clearance for a Huey’s 44-foot rotor
span.Thankfully, the LZ was cold and they completed the assault without incident. Their new
mission was to move quickly south about a kilometer to the trail junction at YD 362165 they had
last occupied on 8 April. As soon as all his troops were on the ground, Mitchell began to move
the company south. Because the LZ was so small, it was crowded with troops and made an
inviting target for NVA mortar fire. The plan was to move the company by platoon in column
down the south slope of the ridge the LZ was on and across the intermittent stream running
through the valley before nightfall. Mitchell wanted to conceal the company for the night on the
north slope of the ridge holding the trail junction. Company B was in position at the trail junction
at that time but they would move east early on the morning of 17 April. Company A would then
move up the ridge to the trail junction and the old LZ close by. Mitchel coordinated his move with



the commander of Company B; he wanted to make sure B Company knew his exact position to
avoid any chance of B Company defensive fires hitting Company A.It was a quiet night for
Company A but right at first light on 17 April, Company B came under attack. From their NDP
600 meters north of Company B, Company A could hear M-16 and M-60 fire as well as sharp
explosions from grenades and claymore mines. They also heard what seemed to be NVA mortar
rounds falling on Company B. Mitchell raised the Company B commander, Captain Bob Stanton,
on the radio to ask if they needed help; Stanton replied “No.”The sudden attack ended in about
an hour with the NVA withdrawing south. Tactical air strikes and ARA were brought in on
suspected NVA withdrawal routes and medevacs called in. The probe had been short but
violent. B Company had several wounded and CPL Norman D. Peery was killed.Company A
moved up the steep slope of the ridge and briefly linked up with Company B. Captain Stanton
was still busy directing air strikes onto a small hill southeast of the trail junction near YD368163.
As Company B began moving off the trail junction to the east, Company A moved in and set up a
hasty defensive perimeter.After setting up a rough perimeter, Captain Mitchell sent out security
patrols to probe south in the direction the NVA had withdrawn. The platoon leaders and platoon
NCO’s moved about assessing how best to distribute the 130 men of Company A around the
perimeter to afford the best coverage of the terrain. Moving the men into position, they
established platoon boundaries and selected sectors of fire for each fighting position and for the
crew served weapons.Captain Mitchell was studying his map to try and determine the mostly
likely places the NVA would use to establish their base camps. He had no specific knowledge of
the enemy forces he was facing. He knew the NVA did not have that problem; they knew right
where Company A was and their exact strength. Mitchell knew his one big advantage was
Company A’s ability to maneuver and the enormous firepower he had available only a radio-call
away. The key terrain for Mitchell was the trail junction and the LZ nearby. From his position, he
had a clear view of the valleys and ridges to the south and east. He knew the NVA needed
access to water just as he did and determined that their positions would be near the Khe Ouaun
river in the valley to the south. Mitchell did not know this, but division intelligence had determined
that the 803rd NVA Regiment had its headquarters right in that same area Mitchell thought was
likely to be occupied by enemy troops.Later that day, Company A came under a sudden 60mm
mortar attack. Their foxholes were completed for the most part and the men scrambled for cover.
The mortar was so close that they could hear the ‘BANG’ as the rounds left the tube. Captain
Mitchell gathered all the M-79 grenadiers on the south side of their perimeter and fired several
volleys of 40mm grenades toward the sound of the mortar tube; the mortar stopped firing quickly.
(B and C Companies, 2-502, would use this technique on 29 April while attacking a large bunker
complex on Hill 714).Because of the attack on B Company’s perimeter that morning, Captain
Mitchell and the artillery FO (forward observer) 1LT Russ Cook, spent a lot of time adjusting
105mm defensive fire to ‘danger close’ around their perimeter. They also plotted pre-planned
155mm fire on the south slope of the ridge to fall between their perimeter and the Khe Ouaun
river in the valley below. On the morning of 18 April, Alpha Two began a RIF (reconnaissance in



force) down the south slope of the ridge, following the suspected route of withdrawal used by the
NVA force that had attacked B Company the morning before. Alpha Two had the point, followed
by Alpha One. Captain Mitchell traveled with Alpha One. The terrain was rough and steep and
the point team angled to the east trying to find an easier route. When they came to a very steep
ravine, the point man halted, telling his squad leader that he felt the NVA had set up an ambush
at the ravine. Ordered to cross, the point man made it across the ravine before the NVA opened
fire. It was a short, violent fight and Alpha Two lost two wounded but SGT Michael J. Vagnone
and SP4 Robert L. Dangberg were killed.Mitchell sent Alpha One toward the ambush with orders
to find the NVA and destroy them. The point man for Alpha One spotted the NVA and opened
fire, killing one NVA soldier. A ‘pink team’ (a Cobra and a LOH) was orbiting overhead and they
were called in for ‘danger close’ rocket attacks on the NVA positions. The Cobras also engaged
likely NVA positions south of where Alpha Two first made contact.Captain Mitchell ordered both
platoons to join up and form a perimeter so they could evacuate their wounded. They
accomplished this as darkness fell and the Dust-off helicopters had to find them in the dark.
They marked their position with strobe lights set in up-turned helmets and one man was
evacuated. A second Dust-off arrived and began to hover, dropping the jungle penetrator down
through the canopy. The remaining wounded man, who was unconscious, was strapped onto the
penetrator and hoisted up. Mitchell got a radio call from one of the pilots who said they were
taking fire and had to break station. The cable was cut and the wounded man plummeted to the
ground still strapped to the jungle penetrator. The medics rushed to the fallen man, expecting to
find him dead, killed by the fall. To their surprise, he was still alive! Another medevac helicopter
was called and this time the wounded man was evacuated safely.It was now pitch black and the
two platoons were faced with a difficult climb back up the ridge carrying the two dead men.
Captain Mitchell decided to remain on the slope with Alpha One and Two because of the
difficulty of moving up the steep, thickly forested slope in the dark. They waited tensely for an
NVA attack that never came. Mitchell and Cook kept both 105 and 155mm artillery falling south
of their position all during the night. Big 155mm illumination flares were called in, but they were
on the ‘gun-target line’ and the big aluminum canisters that had held the illumination rounds kept
falling on their position.
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Martha McLaughlin, “Texas review. I enjoyed the read. Thank you. I arrived in 71. 1'st 22infantry 4
th division . I am glad you made it home. Thank you for the insight into I corp. I worked in all corp.
Bob at mac-1construction@cox.net”
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Lucy, “Excellent book, written by someone who was there. Excellent book, written by someone
who was there. Gives a concise and accurate account of the strategies and tactics involved
during the final years of our involvement in Vietnam. It helps fill in the gaps for many of us who
served with the 101st during this time period; back then, we rarely knew why we were going
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punches, and does not hesitate to call out some of the incompetence and downright stupidity
which existed among a few high-ranking officers. On the other hand, it points out the truly brave
and heroic sacrifices of many others, and makes it clear that the overwhelming majority of those
who served in Vietnam served honorably and well, even as it became clear the national strategy
had changed from winning a war to simply cutting our losses and leaving Vietnam. Highly
recommended especially for those who served with the 101st during this time.”
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comprehensive method and presenting it so you have some idea of what happened. There were
many actions occurring that were not "Ripcord" per se but just as important to the eventual
outcome of the battle. John Roberts has taken previous works and added his perspective from
the area outside Ripcord. As a result one has a better feel of how it all came about. I spent
three months in the battle as an infantry platoon leader and only knew some of the whys and
wherefores of the event.  John's work allows me to connect the dots a little better.  Good read!”
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